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Time: 3 Hrs. Marks: 100

NOTE: Attempt FIVE questions in all, selecting at least TWO questions from each section.

SECTION - I

Q. No.1.

a)Diccuas cylioderical pola,r cdordinatea aad dcirn expracion br the gcale factore of tbio eyetem, [20]

3"1,.i;0. ***ion for eheric.l hsrmonics Yf; (d, e), Y! (e,e) ,Y*] p,e1j,4 p,e1*av; 1e

v* (0, d, (E*#Sfrf4) t f,p (coo d) ei-r and ry (r),Il## dffi 1,. - r,"
Q.No,9.

Eraluaid

Q.No.4.'

t) 
{ ailrytra"

sEcTtoN - I

Q.No.6.
@

I @) = ?+ f {o*coery +hsiu E,!}
. ,r=l

Then find thc complor aercir of / (c) glveo by
@

I @) = D CneioIE,wherca=0,+1,t2,*3,.,,, [201
n=-aC

Q.No.7.
a) Show that al^ 1r'1 : a.In-1(a) - nJ*(r)
b) Prove thst c'

i) cos (rsind) - Jo (s) + 2 D Jr, (t) w l2r0)

ii) ch (o ein d) = z t ,/"--r(o) sin (2r - 1) a
Q.No3. "=1
a) Expreos *,&,& in cylinderical coordinsl"r.

b) Shon' that

I * .f ol
A=l 0 0., 1lL+iol

cerriec en iroproper orthogonpl liansfo.rmation.

Q,No.9.

e) Find the Greon's F\rnctiou eolution , wityh boundary conditioue

c (0,-) : o: c(r,,') r",
ffi+x,c--6(a-a,)
b) For the eigen value problem U" +^y = O,wlere y(0) =0, ky(tr)=n

obtained the set of €ig€D funstioDs and lraluos.

,D r(i#'rF* lr0 + 101

a) Prove the following Cauchy'ri iutegral formula for the derivatirrc,:

f"(,) = f* f ,4*it*dz ; u=1p,31,...,..,......

c
b) Evaluate the i 

"urrrai- I *d, ,wtere c; lz l-l

Q.No,5,

The positioa vector.i of a poiot P has coordiuetee (a1, o2,zg) in an un-priroed fra,me of renetence
through on eogle 0 about tbc .origia in thc anticlockwise

" ("lr,rlr,"") 
iu the prined &a,me of reference ,

z, ior fLe voctor F.

[10]

lr0l

[20]
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NOTE: Attempt FOUR questions, setecting at teast ONE question from each section,
All Questions carry equal marks.

SECTION - I

A particle of mass m moves without friction under the action of gravitation on
the inner surface of paraboloid, which is given by

tz+Yz=gx
and having kinetic energy

r = |n$, +*riz + tz)
Construct the Lagrangian and derive the equation of motion for r by using (04)
Euler Lagrange equation.
Show that the particle moves on a horizontal circle in the plane z = h, (04)
provided that it gets an initial angular velocity. Find this angular velocity.
Show that the particle oscillates about the circular orbit if it is displaced only (4%)
weakly. Determine the oscillation frequency.
A particle moves in a force field described by

rro--$ao(i)
where k and a are positive.
Wrile the equations of motion and reduce them to the equivalent one- (04)
dimensional problem.

Q1

Q,2.

Q.3. a)

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)

Use the effective potential to discuss the qualitative nature of the orbits for
different values of the energy and the angular momentum.
Show that if the orbit is nearly circular, the apsides will advance

np
approximately by 7 per revolution, where p is the radius of the circular orbit.

(04)

(4%)

b)

Discuss the motion of a body of mass p in a cenkal force field with the (06)
Lagrangian

t =!u(t, +rzdz) -vO)
use the angular momentum I and total energy E (constants of motion), to
derive the equation

#H.i=-#,H
*n"r" t(i) is the force raw.
Find the force law for a central force field that allows a particle to move in a (6%)
logarithmic spiral orbit given by

r= kexp(q9)
where k and a are constants. Also calculate the total energy of the orbit.

SECTION - II

Using the fundamental Poisson brackets find the values of u and B for which (04)
the equations

p = qqcospp,
represent a canonical transformation.

Q.4. a)
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b)

c)

Q.5. a)

b)

Q.6. a)

b)

Q.7. a)

c)

For what values of cr and p, do these equations represent an extended (06)

."noni"rf transformation? Find a generating function of the Fs form for the

transformation.
ijn ine Oasis of part (b), can the transformation equations be modified so (2%)

that they describe a canonical transformation for all values of p?'

Frove tirat the poisson bracket of two constants of the motion is itself a (04)

constant of the motion even when the con

Show that if the Hamiltonian H and a qua

then the nth partial derivative of F with re
of the motion and further show that if
motonotadynamicalsystem,theirPoissonbracketisalsoanintegralof
motion.
As an illustration of this result, consider the uniform motion of a free particle (4%)

of mass m. The Hamiltonian is certainly conserved, and there exists a

constant of the motion 
p = , _L

tt
Show by direct computation that the partial derivative of F with t, which is a

constant of the motion, agrees with [H, F].

Define the phase space, phase voiume and Liouville's theorem also show (08)

ir-l"i tn" phase space ,olume of a canonical system is invariant under

canonical transformations.
ih" =y;i#;nsists of parti6es of mass m in a constant gravitational field, (4%\

forthe energy we have 
Dz

e =5-w
thenapplytheLiouville'stheoremtoshowthatthedensityofthesystemof
points in phase space remains constant.

lf there is Lagrangian of the form L(qt, 4u t) and assume that Hamilton's (04)

Frin.ipf" hold-s wiih the zero variation at the end points' Hamiltonian

H@; i;,, f) is connected to the Lagrangian through the transformation as

H(qtP,t)=I Pr l,- L(qp4ut)
a

then find Hamilton's equations of motion.

bonstruct the equation of motion for the system by using Hamilton's (4%)

equation with Lagrangian is

t -tn,i, -!e'
here k ls constant (first find Hamiltonian)
A double Pendulum consists of two

suspended from the bob of the other.

and have bobs of equal mass and if th
the same plane, then identify number of
degree of freedom and derive constraint

b)

c)
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Physics Paper: lll (Quantum Mechanics) Time:3 Hrs. Marks: 100

NOTE: Attempt any FIVE questions, selecting at least ONE question from each section.
All Questions carry equal marks.

Section I

Ql. (a) Define state vector. Also give its physical significance.

(b) State correspondence principal.

(c) Define the following operators

(i) Parity operator

(ii) Hamiltonian operator

(iii) Skew Hermitian operator

(iv) Proj ection operator

(v) Ladder operator (5+5+10)

Q2. (a) Derive the expression for time rate of change of expectation value ofan operato3 A.

(b) Consider two states

I Yt> =2dlQ1 > *loz > -olos > +4la+a

lY2>= 3l@1 > -r l@z > +S lO3 > -l0n >

where f@, >, l@z >, ltfu > and l@n > are orthonormal kets and 'a' is constant. Find the value
of 'a'illryl> and lry2> are orthogonal. (12+61

Q3. A free particle is moving in one dimension stationary state whose wave firnction is

Y= 0 forx < -o

v=.A (1 + cosll)fo, - a < x < a

{= 0forx>a
where4Aareconstants

(i) Is this physically acceptable wave function.
(ii) Find A so that y is normalized to unity.
(iii) Find classically allowed region. (20)

Page 1 of 2 P.T.O.



Section Il
=-

Q4. Consider a beam of particles of mass m that are sent from left to potential barier

For the case E>Vs calculate Reflectance and Transmittance coefficients. (20)

Q5. (a) Define angular momentum in quantum mechanics obtain the eigen value for Lz.

(b) Given that in spherical polar coordinates Lr= -rO*,show that

[L'' cosO]=ihsincD ; [L'' sinO]= -rn cos @

(c) Z component of angular momentum and azimuthal angle O can be be measured with

precisionat same time or not? (8+8+4)

Q6. (a) State and explain generalized pauli's principle.

(b) Construct symmetric and antisymrnetric wave function for the system of three

noninteracting particles.

(c) What are fermions and bosons? Which kind of statistics do they obey? Give example of
each. (6+8+6)

Section III

Q7. What is perturbation theory? Write detail description of time independent perturbation

theory upto hrst order correction of energy and wave function? Q0)

Q8. (a) Why schordinger wave equation is not suitable for each system. What are approximation

methods?

(b) Determine ground state energy of a particle in a box having width'a' using variational

method. (6+14)

Q9. (a)What are pictures of quantum mechanics? Describe them briefly.

(b) Use generalized uncertainty relation to obtain the uncertainty between Lzandl.-

(r0+10)
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NOTE: Attempt F1UR questions, selecting at least oNE question from each section.
All Questions carry equal marks.

Section - |

Qt (a)-Explain crystat structure of sodium chloride. Draw a sketch of sodium chloridelattice and write down the coordinates of atoms in the celt. what is number of sodium ionsin a unit cell of NaCl? 'r'vr rr 
5.5(b)-what do yo-1mean by direaion indices? How they can be found? Indicate fol6wingdirection [111J, [110J, ltltl in cubic unit celk 02 + 02 + 03

Q.2: (a)-Explain Bragg raw for X-ray diffraction in crystal, 05 + 7.5(b)-The primitive translation vectors of hexagonat space lattice may be taken as,

a=+i.;i, i= +i.;j, d=cE
Find volume, basis vectors of reciprocal lattice and form first Brillouin zone.
Q'3: what are ionic crystals and ionic bonding? state properties of ionic crystals. what aredifferent contributions to potential of an ionil crystalz obtain an expression for cohesiveenergy of ionic crystals. 

12.5
Q'4: (a)-show that dispersion relation for tattice waves in a mono-atomic linear lattice ofmass m, spacing a and nearest neighbor interaction constant C is,

Eka, = rlfrsiz7
where a'r is angular freguency and I is wave vector. what are ailowed values of phonon
wave vector? 

10
(b)-show that for rnono-atomic lattice, phase velocity and group vetocity is same for longwavelength. - ' 7'--r--'- 

2.s

Section - ll

I model, Einstein model and Debye modet
06 + 3.5+ 03

define thermal conductivity coefficient K?
s? Give their different types that are found

(b): what is a coror center? Describe F-center in arkari harides. 
03 + 07 + 2'5

dislocations.

6.5+6
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NOTE: Attempt FIVE questions, selecting at least ONE question from each section.

Secffon
(a) Deftne barrier potential. Sketch and explain energy diagrams illustrating the

formation of the pn junction and depletion region,
(bl What are the LED and Zener diode? Draw their symbots, explain their performan@s

and uses.
(c) Define the reverse saturation current and write the cause of it.
(a) Explain the input and output characterlstics of npn transistor in common emitter

configuration.
(b) Using pnp translstor draw the circuits forlhrEe types of amplifiers.
(c) Exprass ths power gain, voltage gain and current gain ln decibel.
(a) DralY the voltage Eedback bias circuit and find the relation for cottector cunent and

stabilizing ratio.
(b) Design voftage bedback bias circuit and find out ths value of stabilizing ratio when

lc = 3 mA, Vs6 = 0.5V hrr = 75, Vcc = 15V, Vce = 0.5Vcc
Secdon ll

(a). What is oonstruc'tion difference in deptetion mode and enhancernent mode
MOSFET?

(b) Explain tha construction and working of n+hannel MOSFET in depletion mode.
(c) Define three parameters of JFET and dertve the relation between them
(a) What is miller effect? Sketch the high frequency equivatent circuit for the C-E

amplifier and find the relation for Miller input capaoitance C6.
(b) Draw the equivalent circuit of C-E amplifier with unbypassed emitter resistor Reand

prove that gain is reduced due to not using Ce.
(a)Derive the relation between gain with feedback and gain withoutfaedback.
(blWrite the advantages of negative feedbad< and discuss how negative feedback

(i) stabilize lhe gain, (li) improve the bandwidth.
(c) Discuss voltage feedback with FET,

(a) Draw the circuit and explain *,e op"srllij,llltlron.o"bre munivibraror. Find rhe
relation for pulse width in it,

(b) Write the BooleEn equation, symbol, truth table and DTL circuit of OR and NAND
gate.

(c) !n an Astable multtuibrator R1 = 2.1 Ke, Gr = 1000 pF, Rz = 5.2 K0 and Cz = 1500
pF, Flnd the frequenry.

(a) Discuss oscillator feedback principle.
(b) Explain the working of practical Hartley oscillator and find the rehtion for its

freguency.
(c| In Hartley oscillator L1 = 250 pH, Lz = S0 pH and C = 300 pF. Then find out

frequency.

fullowing.
nsformer) rectifier.
f npn transistor.

Class B amplifier
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